
 

 

VME IV ATTENDANCE POLICY FOR ALL CLINICAL ROTATIONS 

Attendance Requirements: Attendance is mandatory for daily clinic responsibilities and all after-hours 
duty assignments in order to receive a passing grade in clinical courses. This includes regular clinic days; 
weekends and holidays when the student has case responsibility; evening, weekend and holiday 
treatment assignments; emergency duty; and intensive care duty. The start time for the first day of a 
new rotation will be determined by the individual rotation. 

I. General Rules 
a. Each student will be allotted 6 personal absence days plus one day to take the NAVLE 

during the senior year (personal absence days are defined as any day a student is absent 
for active clinical duties).  These days will be divided into 2 periods such that 3 days may 
be taken during rotation blocks 1-12 and 3 days during blocks 13-25.  Days may not be 
carried over between periods. A rotation may or may not require weekend duty as 
defined in their syllabus.  Personal absence days may be defined as planned or 
unplanned as described below. 

b. A maximum of one personal day per full 2-week rotation will be allowed without 
requiring a make-up of the day missed.  If a rotation chooses to permit fewer or more 
days, it must be clearly stated in the rotation syllabus. 

c. If a student misses 3 or more days on a given rotation, the entire rotation must be made 
up.  If a rotation chooses to override this rule, it must be clearly stated in the rotation 
syllabus. 

d. All absences are to be reported through the attendance online tracking system. 
II. Planned Absence Days 

a. A maximum of ONE planned absence day may be taken in a given 2-week clinical 
rotation. 

b. Planned absence days must be scheduled at least 3 weeks before the date of the 
planned absence. 

c. Planned absence days will be granted on a first come-first served basis and require the 
approval of the rotation team leader or other designated individual. 

d. No planned absence day will be allowed on the first day of a rotation. The rotation team 
leader reserves the right to schedule additional “black out” days on the rotation (i.e. 
specific activities are planned that require a full complement of students) when students 
are not allowed to schedule planned absence days. 

e. The NAVLE examination will NOT be counted as a personal absence day.  In order to 
accommodate all students taking the NAVLE examination, NO PLANNED absences will be 
approved during the block of days when the NAVLE exam is given in the fall semester.  



III. Unplanned Absence Days 
a. Students will use a personal absence day for unplanned events such as illness, a family 

emergency or a death in the family. 
b. For absences for illness that require missing more than 3 days of clinics, medical 

documentation will be required. 
c. Students should contact the identified person in the rotation syllabus as soon as they 

know they will be absent. 
IV. Unexcused Absences 

a. All absences other than the above-described planned and unplanned absences are 
considered unexcused absences and must be made up to receive a passing grade in a 
rotation. 

b. Absences beyond the allotted personal days will be considered as unexcused absences 
and are required to be made up. 

c. Any absence during a student’s scheduled holiday rotation will be considered 
unexcused. 

V. Make-ups  
a. Students must coordinate with EDS and the rotation team leader to make-up any 

required missed days. 
b. Any absence in excess of 3 days in a given block period (1-12 or 13-25) must be made 

up.  
c. Students must log make-ups in the online tracking system to receive credit. 

VI. Miscellaneous 
a. Any requests for absences that go beyond the scope of planned and unplanned 

absences described above should be submitted in writing to the Associate Dean for 
Professional Programs for consideration in consultation with the team leader of the 
affected rotation(s). 

b. Any absence from an off-site rotation will be handled as part of the student’s overall 
absences. 

c. For medical appointments requiring up to 2 hours out of clinics, the missed time will not 
require use of a personal absence day, and the missed time need not be made up but 
should be logged in the online tracking system. If a rotation chooses to override this 
rule, it must be clearly stated in the rotation syllabus. 

d. Students should not plan on using weekend time to travel to an off-site rotation starting 
the following Monday without approval from the team leader of the rotation they are 
finishing.  Depending on the order of a student’s rotations, a student may need to use a 
personal absence day for travel time to his or her next rotation. 
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